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”FEVER”
TURNING DRIVERTD2

The TD2 is best suited for anyone seeking to get more distance 
with less effort. Packed with a great glide, this disc is easy to 
throw far with a little effort. 

MIDRANGE DRIVERMD3

The MD3 is a versatile and reliable disc that is designed to 
function as a workhorse midrange both off the tee and on 
shorter approaches. It has a sleek profile that is easy to grip. 

FAIRWAY DRIVERFAIRWAY DRIVER FD2FD3

The FD2 is a reliable fairway driver for all skill levels. It’s not too 
glidey to avoid you from sailing off-target and it has a low-speed 
fade you can depend on. 

The FD3 is targeted everyone who can appreciate an overstable 
driver you can trust in all conditions - from touch sidearms that 
get you out of trouble to full power drives off the tee.

”CRAZE”
CONTROL DRIVERCD

The CD is an all purpose driver that has good range and great 
reliability. The CD is easy to throw, versatile and reliable. A well-
seasoned CD is a powerful tool for any bag out there

”FREAK”
POWER DRIVERPD

The PD is a fast and stable driver that resists different wind 
conditions very well. This disc offers longer and straighter shots 
with a reliable low speed fade. This disc is a true crowd favourite.

”HYSTERIA”
DISTANCE DRIVERDD

The DD provides control to your long distance game. Steady, 
predictable glide and a dependable fade at the end of the flight. 
Great wind fighter for both backhand and sidearm.

CONTROL DRIVERCD2

The CD2 is for those hungry for control. It can hold a straight 
line and still bring you the distance needed. Great choice for a 
main driver in wide range of situations. 

NEW!

”FRENZY”
DISTANCE DRIVERDD2

This disc offers tremendous speed combined with good glide 
and great control! Give it try – you’ll probably reach distances 
you’ve never reached before.

”CHAOS”
POWER DRIVERPD2

Let’s face it – the PD2 is not meant for everyone. It is abnormally 
fast for the stability it offers. Targeted for the strong-armed 
touring pro, this disc is very reliable in all conditions. 

”RUSH”
TURNING DRIVERTD

The TD is an easy-to-throw disc suitable from beginners to top 
level pros. This disc just keeps on going straight – almost like 
floating in the air!

”GREMLIN”
GREATER MID-RANGEGM

A hybrid between a midrange disc and fairway driver is the best 
way to describe the GM. You have seen this disc before as it was 
a staple in the Innova line for many years. 

”JACKAL”
FAIRWAY DRIVERFD

The FD offers so much controllability, that once you learn its 
magic you’ll never leave it out of your bag. Packed with gigantic 
glide, this bad boy is also sneaky long.

”FIEND”
MIDRANGE DRIVER MIDRANGE DRIVERMD2 MD

The MD2 Fiend is a straight flying, stable, quick and accurate, 
this disc will hold whatever line you put it on. Natural grip for a 
smooth and controlled release every time.

The MD is a very straight flyer in all speeds and it can easily be 
thrown straight-as-an-arrow from point A to B. You can easily 
handle most, if not all, of your midrange duties with this one disc.

MIDRANGE DRIVERMD1

The MD1 is a stable flyer with good range and a predictable low 
speed fade. Perfect disc for long approach shots and for those 
tricky drives you absolutely need to put on the fairway.

PUTT & APPROACHP3

The P3 is fast for a putter and a very torque resistant flyer. It is a 
stable disc with predictable fade at the end. It’s a hybrid between 
a putter and a midrange disc– you make the call!

BEADED PUTTERP1x

The X-Factor of the P1x is its medium sized bead. The P1x can 
handle torque better than just about any other putter while still 
maintaining a straight and true flight path.

NEW!

”MANIAC”
PUTTERP1

The P1 is ideal for a putter and it works great as an approach disc. 
This is one of the truest flying putters out there. Great choice for 
all skill levels.

”PSYCHO”
PRO PUTTERP2

The P2 is significantly more stable than its older brother the P1. 
The P2 works great for approaches and can even tackle strong 
headwinds. It is also a very consistent driving putter.

THE PLASTICS

Lots of grip even in wet 
conditions. The most affordable 
plastic in our line. Soft but firm 
feel – ideal for putters. Fine-
tuneable flight characteristics 
thanks to gradual wear.

D-LINE

Great feel and added glide. 
Easily one of the grippiest 
plastic type out there. Reveals 
new features in your disc when 
worn down. Typically a bit more 
understable plastic type.

P-LINE

Our most durable plastic. 
Performs predictably and 
avoids damage better than 
any other plastic. Typically the 
most stable blend of plastic in 
our line.

C-LINE

Excellent grip in all weather 
conditions with great durability. 
Recommended plastic for drivers.

S-LINE

The G-line provides great grip, 
durability and shock-absorbance. 
It’s a flexy plastic blend with an 
unique look and added glide 
compared to the S-line plastic.

G-LINE

Blizzard C-line employs 
microscopic air bubbles inside 
the rim of the disc, allowing 
the production of high speed 
drivers in very low weights. With 
lower weights you can gain more 
distance to your throw with less 
effort. 

BLIZZARD C-LINE

THE NUMBERS

SPEED GLIDE TURN FADE
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